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Abstract

A history of action video game (AVG) playing is associated with improvements in several

visuospatial and attention-related skills and these improvements may be transferable to

unrelated tasks. These facts make video games a potential medium for skill-training and

rehabilitation. However, examinations of the neural correlates underlying these observa-

tions are almost non-existent in the visuomotor system. Further, the vast majority of studies

on the effects of a history of AVG play have been done using almost exclusively male partici-

pants. Therefore, to begin to fill these gaps in the literature, we present findings from two

experiments. In the first, we use functional MRI to examine brain activity in experienced,

female AVG players during visually-guided reaching. In the second, we examine the kine-

matics of visually-guided reaching in this population. Imaging data demonstrate that relative

to women who do not play, AVG players have less motor-related preparatory activity in the

cuneus, middle occipital gyrus, and cerebellum. This decrease is correlated with estimates

of time spent playing. Further, these correlations are strongest during the performance of a

visuomotor mapping that spatially dissociates eye and arm movements. However, further

examinations of the full time-course of visuomotor-related activity in the AVG players

revealed that the decreased activity during motor preparation likely results from a later onset

of activity in AVG players, which occurs closer to beginning motor execution relative to the

non-playing group. Further, the data presented here suggest that this later onset of prepara-

tory activity represents greater neural efficiency that is associated with faster visually-guided

responses.

Introduction

Action video games (AVGs) require focused attention, quick processing of sensory informa-

tion, and rapid responses. A large body of research suggests that AVG play increases profi-

ciency in a wide range of visuospatial and attentional processing skills with a concurrent
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reduction in movement reaction time (for reviews, see [1–4]. Importantly, some of these

improvements may be transferable to unrelated tasks [2,5–10]. This transfer of skill proficiency

may result from more efficient use of sensory input to quickly learn and perform new tasks

requiring skills similar to those improved by gaming [11]. The potential generalizability of skill

enhancement makes AVGs a highly attractive potential tool for skill training and neuroreh-

abilitation approaches.

Some of what we know about the effects of action video games on the brain comes from

training paradigm studies in which individuals with little or no prior AVG exposure are tested

using various measures and then play a prescribed amount of a specific game, usually over a

period of several weeks, prior to re-testing. AVG training studies have provided evidence

that playing this genre of game can improve skills including visual resolution [12] contrast sen-

sitivity [13], visuospatial processing [14–16], and visuospatial attention [17–19]. However,

improvements in these domains have not been confirmed by all studies [16,20,21], suggesting

that training paradigms, or individual characteristics of participants may influence the out-

come of training. Training studies examining the neural correlates of these acquired skill

improvements have demonstrated decreased activity in regions of the frontal, parietal, and

occipital cortex [22,23] as well as sex-dependent changes in activity and connectivity of brain

regions associated with reward such as the orbitofrontal cortex, amygdala and nucleus accum-

bens [24].

In addition to research examining the immediate effects of relatively brief training, there

are also several studies of the behavioural correlates of AVG play in experienced players (“gam-

ers”) who have played these games often and consistently over numerous years. These studies

confirm that the changes to visuospatial perception [25–28], attention-related skills [18,29–

32], reductions in reaction time [33,34], and enhanced multisensory processing [35] are also

observed in players with extensive AVG experience that has occurred outside of a laboratory

setting. Far fewer studies have examined the underlying neural correlates of a history of exten-

sive AVG play. Bavelier and colleagues [36] demonstrated decreased activity within frontal

and parietal regions during a visual search task with evidence of greater moving distractor

suppression in the middle temporal cortex, suggesting a potential neural basis underlying

improved spatial attention in gamers. In addition, amounts of AVG experience positively cor-

relate with grey matter volume within the parahippocampal region, the occipital cortex, and

the posterior parietal cortex [37,38]. Increases in grey matter volume within the parietal cortex

also positively correlate with visual working memory performance [37]. Further, extensive

AVG experience is also correlated with greater insular grey matter volume and functional con-

nectivity between insular sub-regions [39]. There is also evidence of greater connectivity

between frontal regions associated with cognition and visual areas in gamers, with an associ-

ated facilitation of visual texture discrimination [6].

To our knowledge, only one previous brain imaging study by Granek, Gorbet, and Sergio

[40] has specifically examined brain activity associated with visuomotor processing in experi-

enced AVG players. In particular, this study examined the effects of AVG experience in men

on functional activity underlying several different visuomotor mappings. Most of our daily

interactions with objects around us rely on a “standard” visuomotor mapping consisting of a

saccade and an arm movement to the same location in space. For example, looking at and then

reaching out to grasp a glass of water. Evidence suggests that in order to simplify the neurolog-

ical processes involved in visual-to-motor transformations, the spatial locations of our gaze

and reach are coupled by default [41–45]. However, computer and console-based video games

rely upon non-standard visuomotor transformations where the targets of eye movements and

arm movements are spatially decoupled. In other words, players of these games receive visual

input from a vertical screen and then make spatially dissociated arm movements using the
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game controller to produce an outcome in the game. Therefore, it is likely that individuals

who play a great deal of AVGs perform non-standard visuomotor transformations more often

than their non-gamer peers. Indeed, using whole-brain comparisons of fMRI signal amplitude,

Granek and colleagues observed that video game players had relatively less movement plan-

ning-related activity in regions of the posterior parietal cortex, and significantly greater activity

in prefrontal regions during tasks requiring a “non-standard” visuomotor mapping, suggesting

that high levels of AVG play evokes changes in the frontal-parietal circuitry underlying visu-

ally-guided action production.

A large proportion of the action video game training studies have done a good job of bal-

ancing the number of male and female study participants. These studies typically demonstrate

benefits of AVG training in both sexes [14,17,46]. However, one sex often benefits from train-

ing more than the other, or complex interactions between sex and AVG exposure arise

[15,24,25,47–50]. These results suggest that greater knowledge of potential sex-related differ-

ences in the effects of AVG exposure would be beneficial to our overall understanding of how

these games change the human brain. In contrast to training studies, participants in studies

examining the effects of extensive previous AVG exposure have been almost exclusively male.

Globally, in nations where video game playing is popular, approximately half of all consumers

of video games are female [51]. However, estimates are that females only make up approxi-

mately a quarter of the players of the action video game genre, and instead appear to be more

likely to play puzzle and strategy-based video games [48,52]. Therefore, women with a long

history of AVG experience may be in relatively shorter-supply than male gamers. Nevertheless,

AVGs are the video game genre thought to convey the greatest improvement to the widest

range of visuomotor- and attention-related skills.

The ultimate goal of a large proportion of AVG-related research is to develop tools for

training and rehabilitative purposes to be used by both men and women. Many of the video

game-like training and rehabilitative approaches currently being developed focus on improv-

ing visuomotor function. For example, there are training programs that either use video games

directly or game-like interfaces to improve surgical skills in medical students [53,54], ones that

aim to facilitate visuomotor rehabilitation after damage to the brain [55,56], and others that

strive to attenuate age-related visuomotor decline [57–59]. Importantly, previous research

demonstrates that there are sex-related differences in the functional neural correlates of visuo-

motor processing even when men and women are equally proficient at the motor tasks being

examined [60–62]. Given what we know of the complex interactions between AVG exposure

and the sex of an individual, and sex-related differences in functional brain activity associated

with visuomotor processing, the inclusion of female participants in this body of research is

imperative. Therefore, the purpose of the study presented here is to begin to fill two notable

gaps in the AVG research literature. Namely, we use fMRI to expand the very limited knowl-

edge of the effects of extensive action video game exposure on functional brain activity associ-

ated with visuomotor processing. Second, in order to include females in the literature on the

effects of long-term exposure to AVGs, we perform this examination of visuomotor-related

brain activity in women with an extensive history of AVG play.

Methods

Experiment 1—fMRI

Participants. Recruitment of participants was done using two sets of posters placed

around the university campus. Both sets of posters stated a requirement for female participants

in a study on eye-hand coordination. One set of posters aimed to recruit female AVG players.

In order to limit the possibility of participants being influenced by the demand characteristics
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of the experiment [63], the posters did not specify what type of video games or how many

hours of video game play were required for eligibility. This information was gathered from a

questionnaire filled out by participants after recruitment but prior to acceptance into the

study. Criteria to participate in the study as an action video game player required a history of

AVG play for at least the previous 3 years with a self-reported approximate average of at least

10 hours per week of AVG play over the year prior to data collection. Games were considered

AVGs if they required both quick processing of sensory information, and rapid responses. The

most commonly played games reported by participants in the AVG group included first per-

son shooters (Call of Duty, Borderlands, Left 4 Dead), racing games (Mario Kart, Grand Theft

Auto, Need for Speed), fighting games (Super Smash Bros., Mortal Kombat), and action-

adventure games (Tomb Raider, Red Dead Redemption, Assassin’s Creed). All participants

listed several games belonging to more than one of these genres. The mean amount of AVG

play reported was 17.1 +/- 9.2 SD hours per week. A second set of posters did not include any

reference to video games at all and was used to gather non-AVG playing control participants

for the study (also established through responses on questionnaires filled out after recruit-

ment). Non-AVG players included in the study played less that 1 hour per week of AVGs for

at least 3 years prior to data acquisition. The mean amount of AVG play reported by non-play-

ers was 0.2 +/- 0.4 SD hours per week. Several of these individuals did however play non-action

video games (i.e. games that do not impose strict response time constraints or processing of

stimuli presented for very brief durations) such as scrabble, solitaire and Sudoku. Question-

naires collected information on age, handedness, neurological medical history, and video

game playing history.

In total, 20 participants were included in the experiment, 10 action video game players, and

10 individuals who did not play AVGs. The mean age of participants classified as gamers was

26.5 +/- standard deviation of 7.74 and the mean age of participants classified as non-gamers

was 23.9 +/- 4.86 SD. The result of an independent, two-tailed t-test showed no significant dif-

ferences in the mean ages of the two experimental groups (t18 = 0.90, p = 0.3801). The handed-

ness of each participant was also quantified using the Oldfield Edinburgh Inventory [64]. All

participants were right-hand dominant. The mean inventory score of the gamer group was

87.8 +/- 16.2 SD. The mean inventory score of the control group was 92.4 +/- 8.6. A two-tailed

independent t-test did not reveal any statistically significant differences in handedness between

the groups (t 18 = 0.797, p = 0.436). All participants in the study had normal or corrected-to-

normal vision and no history of neurological problems. Participants were reimbursed for their

time at a rate of $15 per hour. The York University Research Ethics Board human participants

subcommittee approved the protocol used in the experiment. The experimental protocol was

also in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided informed writ-

ten consent prior to data collection.

Apparatus and stimuli. MRI data were acquired with a 3T Siemens Magnetom Avanto

MRI system located at York University. In the scanner, participants lay supine with their heads

tilted forward approximately 30 degrees using an angled plastic wedge placed under the head

coil to allow participants to directly view stimuli. Stimuli were back-projected at a resolution

of 1024 x 768 and a refresh rate of 60 Hz onto a plastic screen with a transparent touchpad

mounted to it (Keytec Inc., Garland, Texas, USA; 17.0 cm x 12.8 cm). The screen was attached

to the MRI bed at a distance where participants could comfortably make sliding hand move-

ments on the screen between targets projected onto the screen with small movements of the

wrist and lower arm. Tilting participants’ heads required a head coil arrangement such that the

bottom half of a 12-channel receive-only head coil was used at the back of the head (integrated

into the head cradle) and a 4-channel flex coil was placed over the forehead to collect signal

from the anterior part of the brain [42,65]. Participants’ heads were secured into place using
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foam padding. Participants’ right upper arms were also secured into place with a velcro strap

around the upper body to minimize the translation of task-related arm movement to the head.

T1-weighted anatomical images were collected using 192 slices in the sagittal orientation,

TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.44 ms, flip angle = 9 degrees, FoV = 240 mm, and a voxel dimension of

0.9 x 0.9 x 1.0 mm. Functional T2�-weighted images were collected using gradient echoplanar

imaging with TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90 degrees, FoV = 192 mm. Thirty nine

slices were collected with a thickness of 3.0 mm and a voxel dimension of 2.0 x 2.0 x 3.0 mm

using an interleaved acquisition sequence and zero gap between slices. This imaging protocol

allowed us to collect data from the entire cortex of all participants. However, in most partici-

pants, this protocol only allowed us to collect functional data from the superior half to two

thirds of the cerebellum.

Stimuli were produced using custom written software in MatLab (The MathWorks, Inc.,

Natick, MA, USA). A small, cross-shaped cursor was displayed on the screen during times in

the paradigm when participants were required to have their hand on the screen. The touchpad

was calibrated to ensure that the cursor remained below the participant’s fingertip and was

therefore not visible to the participant. The cursor allowed us to visually validate the touchpad

calibration and view the trajectory of hand movements made on the screen from a monitor in

the MRI control room. Movements of the right eye were monitored using an MRI-compatible

eye tracker (Avotec Eye Tracking Sytem RE-5721, Stuart, FL, USA; sampling rate of 60 Hz,

spatial resolution of 0.1 degree of eye movement). However, tilting participants’ heads so that

they could directly view targets projected on the screen resulted in difficulty positioning the

eye tracker camera to obtain optimal eye tracking without blocking the view of stimuli. As a

result, eye position data were sometimes intermittent due to the eyelid blocking the camera’s

view of part of the pupil in most participants. Most data were reliable enough to verify the

direction of eye movements but not eye movement latencies or precise end points of move-

ments. The lights in the MRI room were kept dim to allow optimal viewing of projected stimuli

while still allowing participants to see their own hand moving on the touchpad screen.

Experimental runs. Each participant performed 4 experimental runs. Runs consisted of 2

blocks of 10 slow event-related trials (one block for each of the two conditions, see Fig 1 and

below for details of the conditions). The two blocks were presented in random order. Stimuli

presented to participants were synchronized with the MRI pulse sequence by output from the

MRI control computer to the stimulus presentation program. Each run began with 15 s of

baseline data collection where participants fixated on a central dot. Each block began with an

instruction screen that was presented for 5 s and informed the participant which of the two

experimental conditions they would be performing in the following block of 10 trials. The

instruction screen was followed by another 15 s of central fixation to allow brain activity to

return to baseline levels prior to beginning the visuomotor task. Five seconds prior to the start

of each trial, participants received a pre-cue warning consisting of the small central fixation

dot expanding in diameter into a larger, hollow circle. Upon receiving this signal, participants

moved their arm from a resting position on their abdomen to the centrally positioned circle

on the touch screen and continued fixating this position with their eyes. The cue period of

each trial consisted of the centre target turning from a hollow white circle to a filled white cir-

cle with two circular targets appearing peripherally on the left and right 70 mm away from the

central target (centre to centre). The diameter of each target was 23 mm. The distance of the

central target on the screen from the participant’s eyes was approximately 500 mm (depending

on the size of the participant and the exact head position in the bore). This distance created a

visual angle of approximately 8 degrees from central to peripheral targets. During the cue

period, at random, one of the two peripheral targets was coloured yellow, indicating that it was

the target of interest for the trial (the other target was a hollow white circle). Participants were
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required to remain fixated on and touching the central target during this cue period (2.5 s).

After the cue period, an instructed-delay period began with the yellow circle of the cued target

became a hollow circle identical to the non-cued target (10 s). During the delay period, the par-

ticipant was required to continue central fixation with their hand touching the central target.

After the delay period, a movement period (2.5 s) was initiated with the central target turning

from white to red. At this “go signal”, participants were required to move their eyes to the tar-

get that had been coloured yellow during the cue period. The required hand movement

depended on which of the two experimental conditions was being tested in a particular block

(Fig 1). During the “Standard” visuomotor mapping condition, the hand was required to slide

along the touch screen to the target that was yellow during the cue period (i.e. the eyes and

hand moved to the same target). During the “Non-Standard” visuomotor mapping condition,

the hand was required to slide along the touch screen to the target opposite the one that was

yellow during the cue period (i.e. the eyes and hand moved to different targets in 180 degree

opposite directions). Feedback was provided with the cued target turning green when the

hand reached the correct target location. Note that the cursor on the screen remained below

the participant’s finger tip during both visuomotor mapping conditions. Each block contained

Fig 1. The standard and non-standard visuomotor mapping conditions. In both conditions participants were required to fixate on and touch the central target

during the cue and delay periods. The central target turned from white to red to indicate the go signal for movement initiation. At this signal participants saccaded to

and slid their finger on the touch screen to the cued target location in the Standard condition. In the Non-Standard condition participants also saccaded to the cued

target location but slid their hand to the opposite target. Note that the conditions were the same for both Experiment 1 (fMRI) and Experiment 2 (behavioural) but in

the second experiment the delay period was decreased from 10 seconds to a variable delay of 1.5 +/- 0.5 seconds.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.g001
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10 trials of each condition (5 leftward and 5 rightward, in random order). Therefore, over the

4 experimental runs, each participant completed 40 trials of each of the 2 conditions.

Participants received training on the experimental tasks prior to imaging. After watching

the experimenter demonstrate the tasks, each participant performed two blocks of each condi-

tion with 15 trials per block. Participants were also provided with an illustrated diagram of the

experimental tasks several days prior to scanning. To minimize task-related head movements

in the MRI, participants were instructed to make small, smooth movements in the scanner

rather than initiating movements quickly. Hand movements were made using mainly motion

at the wrist or small movements at the elbow if necessary.

In-magnet behavioural data. Eye-tracker and touch screen data were analyzed using cus-

tom-written software in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Individual trials

were included in the data analysis if the eyes and arm both moved in the correct direction(s)

without direction reversals. Trials were discarded if either effector moved away from the cen-

tral target location prior to the go signal. Reaction times (RT) and movement times (MT) were

calculated for the hand based on central target exit time and peripheral target entry time. Trial

exclusion criteria did not have specific RT or MT thresholds for the in-magnet data since par-

ticipants were encouraged to move slowly and smoothly to avoid creating motion artifacts in

the MRI data. However, if the arm movement was not complete prior to the end of the move-

ment period, the trial was excluded from analysis.

MRI data preprocessing. Analysis of MRI data was performed using BrainVoyager QX

(v2.8, Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Head motion (translation and rotation)

was monitored in real-time in the control room during data acquisition to verify that any head

movement did not exceed 2 mm in any direction. Of the 20 participants, 1 AVG player had to

repeat 2 experimental runs and one non-player had to repeat 1 experimental run due to exces-

sive head motion.

Preprocessing of functional data included motion correction using a trilinear/sinc interpo-

lation algorithm with the volume closest to the time of the anatomical scan (i.e. the first vol-

ume) used as the reference volume. Plots of head movement and movies of head movement

over time were generated by the analysis software and visually inspected to confirm that all

experimental runs included in the analysis were free from head movements over 2 mm and

were free from obvious scanner-related artifacts. After application of the motion correction

algorithm, slice time correction and linear trend removal were applied to each functional run.

Spatial smoothing of 6 mm using a full width half maximum isotropic kernel was applied to

each run. General linear model (GLM) design matrices were constructed from each partici-

pant’s stimulation protocol using a boxcar design convolved with a hemodynamic response

function. Individual stimulation protocols were created for each experimental run. Within the

stimulation protocols, separate predictors were defined for the cue periods, instructed-delay

periods, and movement periods associated with each trial, as well as for the instruction periods

that preceded each of the two blocks of trials in each run. Trials for the left and right targets

were pooled together within each condition. Individual head motion profiles for each run (in 3

linear and 3 rotational directions) were added to associated stimulation protocols as predictors

on non-interest to minimize motion artifacts.

Localizer run and isolation of regions of interest. Each participant performed a localizer

run for the purpose of isolating regions of interest that were involved in production of visu-

ally-guided reaching movements. This localizer run was collected independently from the

experimental runs that were used in subsequent data analyses and was therefore only used to

isolate regions of interest. The localizer run contained 10 trials of the standard mapping condi-

tion and 10 trials of the non-standard mapping condition. As in the experimental runs, trials

of each condition were grouped into 2 blocks and each block was preceded by a 5-second
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instruction screen to inform the participant which condition they would be performing in the

upcoming block of trials.

Localizer run data were pre-processed with motion correction using a trilinear/sinc inter-

polation algorithm with the volume collected temporally closest to the acquisition of the

T1-weighted anatomical MRI used as the reference volume. Head movement did not exceed

2mm in any direction for any of the participants in the study. Slice time correction and linear

trend removal were also performed on each localizer run. The data were also spatially

smoothed using a 6 mm full-width half-maximum isotropic kernel. Design matrices for gen-

eral linear model (GLM) analysis were produced from each participant’s stimulation protocol

using a boxcar design convolved with a hemodynamic response function. Within each partici-

pant’s stimulation protocol, separate predictors were defined for the cue periods, instructed-

delay periods, and movement periods of each trial for both of the two conditions; however, tri-

als for the standard and non-standard mapping conditions were pooled together to reveal

areas active in both conditions. Predictors were also defined for each of the instruction periods

preceding each of the two blocks of trials. Within each of the two conditions, trials toward the

left and right targets were pooled together in stimulation protocols. The head motion profiles

(3 linear and 3 rotational directions) were added to each participant’s stimulation protocol as

predictors of non-interest.

Localizer run data were normalized to Talairach space. Runs collected for the AVG player

group and the AVG non-player group were analyzed using a conjunction analysis to localize

regions of interest that were active in both groups. Thresholding of the resulting statistical

map used a false discovery rate approach (FDR) with q set to 0.05. The resulting regions of

interest (ROIs) are summarized below in Table 1.

Comparison of head motion between groups during experimental imaging runs. Since

part of the analysis procedure involved comparing fMRI signals occurring after the go signal

for initiating movement, we quantified in-scan head motion for comparison between the

experimental groups. Head motion was calculated using Brainvoyager QX in x, y, and z direc-

tions of linear translation and in x, y, and z (pitch, roll, and yaw) directions of rotation for each

volume over the course of each imaging run. Composite translation and composite rotation

Table 1. Regions of interest localized across all participants.

Region of interest (Brodmann area designation of

centre of gravity)

No.

voxels

Mean Talairach coordinates of centre of

gravity (x, y, z)

Left lateral premotor (BA 6) 3396 -38, -7, 56

Right lateral premotor (BA 6) 2328 29, -3, 55

Left medial premotor (BA 6) 1290 -7, 1, 57

Right medial premotor (BA 6) 303 7, 9, 57

Left & right medial premotor (BA 6) 3300 3, -14, 50

Left primary sensorimotor (BA 1) 7994 -34, -30, 57

Right primary sensorimotor (BA 1) 7514 29, -29, 61

Left parietal lobule (BA 39) 2896 -42, -71, 29

Right medial parietal (BA 7) 1238 2, -70, 36

Left middle occipital gyrus (BA 18) 10274 -25, -86, 0

Right middle occipital gyrus (BA 18) 8921 25, -86, -7

Left cuneus (BA 18) 6490 -7, -75, 8

Right cuneus (BA 18) 6763 7, -75, 8

Left posterior lobe of cerebellum 1020 -33, -73, -35

Right posterior lobe of cerebellum 771 17, -79, -32

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.t001
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values over time were calculated separately by squaring each x, y, and z value, then summing

the resulting squared values and then taking the square root of this sum at each time point.

These measurements were combined across imaging runs for each participant. For each partic-

ipant’s resulting composite translation and rotation values over time, the area under the curve

was estimated using Riemann sums and used to test for differences in amounts of translational

and/or rotational head motion between the AVG-player and non-player groups using two-

tailed independent t-tests.

fMRI data analyses. Regions of interest (ROIs) derived from the mean Talairach normal-

ized localizer runs of all participants (see Table 1) were applied to the experimental runs col-

lected from participants. Experimental runs were left in native subject space but ACPC

aligned. For each participant, base-line normalized beta weights were calculated for each

model predictor using a random effects, general linear model (GLM) approach. Two-factor,

mixed-effect ANOVAs with repeated measures were run with beta weights associated with the

instructed-delay period of the standard and non-standard mapping conditions as the within

subjects factor and experimental group (i.e. AVG players or non-players) as the between sub-

jects factor.

Two post-hoc analyses were run on data from ROIs in which a significant between group

difference was detected in the ANOVA analyses. For the first analysis, a linear regression was

performed for each participant’s mean BOLD signal over the instructed-delay period versus

self-reported estimates of average amounts of time spent playing action video games per week

in the year prior to scanning. For the second post-hoc examination, event-related averaging of

BOLD signal time-courses in these regions of interest was performed for each individual par-

ticipant for the standard and non-standard visuomotor mappings such that epochs were time-

locked to the onset of the instructed-delay period and extracted from 2 volumes prior to delay

onset to 11 volumes after delay onset. Therefore, these averages included the cue period,

instructed delay period, movement period and inter-trial intervals. All 4 experimental runs

were pooled together for each participant to obtain event-related averages. For each partici-

pant, the peak beta weight after the Go signal was obtained from the event-related average as

well as the volume number (relative to the onset of the delay period) at which this peak

occurred. Peak fMRI beta weights after the Go signal were compared using two-factor, mixed-

effect ANOVAS with repeated measures (i.e. experimental group as the between subjects fac-

tor, and visuomotor mapping as the within subjects factor). Similarly, the timing at which this

peak occurred (i.e. the volume number after the onset of the instructed-delay period) was also

compared using two-factor, mixed-effect ANOVAs with repeated measures. In addition, linear

regression analyses were performed for the timing (i.e. volume number) at which the peak

fMRI beta weight occurred after the Go signal versus self-reported estimates of average

amounts of time spent playing action video games per week in the year prior to scanning were

run.

Results

Experiment 1—fMRI

In-magnet behavioural data. The total number of reaching errors made in the magnet

did not significantly differ between the AVG player and non-player groups (F 1, 18 = 4.90,

p = 0.25). There were also no significant differences in total number of errors between the two

visuomotor mapping conditions (F 1, 18 = 0.084, p = 0.78). The mean number of reaching

errors across all 4 experimental imaging runs and both conditions that were made by AVG

players was 1.4 errors +/- 1.8 SD and in the non-players 0.7 errors +/- 1.2 SD. Trials containing

these errors were excluded from further analysis. Of this small number of excluded trials, there
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were four different types of errors: failing to complete the movement before the end of the trial

(69.23% of the total amount of errors in AVG players and 62.96% of the total amount of errors

in non-players), moving prior to the go signal (15.38% of the total amount of errors in AVG

players and 22.22% of the total amount of errors in non-players), failing to initiate a move-

ment, (0% of the total amount of errors in AVG players and 11.11% of the total amount of

errors in non-players), and moving the arm in the wrong direction or making a direction

reversal (15.38% of the total amount of errors in AVG players and 3.70% of the total amount

of errors in non-players).

In the MRI, participants were instructed to make slow, smooth arm movements in order

to minimize the translation of arm movements to the head. The mean reaction times (RT)

for the two groups of participants were not significantly different (F 1, 18 = 2.19, p = 0.16).

There were also no significant differences in RT between the two visuomotor mapping con-

ditions (F 1, 18 = 1.8, p = 0.19). Mean RT values (pooled across visuomotor mapping condi-

tions) were 1.15 s +/- 0.16 SD for the AVG players and 1.3 s +/- 0.28 SD for the non-players.

Similarly, the mean movement times (MT) for the two groups of participants were not signif-

icantly different (F 1, 18 = 0.29, p = 0.60) and there were also no significant differences in MT

between the two visuomotor conditions (F 1, 18 = 1.85, p = 0.19). Mean MT values (pooled

across visuomotor mapping conditions) were 0.424 s +/- 0.215 SD for the AVG players and

0.374 s +/- 0.189 SD for the non-players.

As noted above, participant’s heads were tilted forward in the scanner to allow direct view-

ing of targets projected onto the screen. This head position made it difficult to position the eye

tracker optimally. Eye position data were sometimes intermittent due to the eyelid blocking

the camera’s view of part of the pupil in the majority of participants. Therefore, eye data were

reliable enough to obtain the direction of movements but not eye movement latency or precise

movement end points. In total, the percentage of trials in which the eye data did not contain

enough information to infer the direction of eye movements was 13.5% in the AVG players

and 19.5% in the non-players. The entire eye movement data set for one AVG player and one

non-player were excluded from analysis. Of the remaining data, the number of direction rever-

sals or movements to the wrong target did not significantly differ between the AVG players

and non-players (F 1, 16 = 0.90, p = 0.36) and there were also no significant differences in these

measures between the two experimental conditions (F 1, 16 = 0.36, p = 0.55). The mean number

of eye movement errors (pooled across visuomotor conditions and all 4 experimental runs)

were 1.67 +/- 2.25 for the AVG players and 0.95 +/- 1.42 for the non-players.

Comparison of head motion between groups. Two-tailed independent t-test compari-

sons of area under the curve (AUC) estimates for group mean head motion (composite trans-

lational motion and composite rotational motion) did not reveal significant differences

between the gamer and non-gamer groups of participants (Fig 2). Mean AUC for translational

head motion over experimental imaging run collection was 96 (mm x volumes) +/- 125.9 SD

for the gamer group and 129 +/- 52.1 for the non-gamer group, t = 1.79, p = 0.09. Mean AUC

for rotation head motion was 131 (degrees x volumes) +/- 62.4 for the gamer group and

121 +/- 38.8 for the non-gamer group, t = 0.43, p = 0.67.

Region of interest GLM comparisons. Statistically significant differences in fMRI

BOLD signal amplitudes associated with the instructed-delay period of each trial were

observed between the gamer and non-gamer groups. The non-gamer group had significantly

greater mean activity than the gamer group in regions of interest that included the left

cuneus (F 1, 18 = 6.61, p = 0.019), left middle occipital gyrus (marginally significantly differ-

ent; F 1, 18 = 4.35, p = 0.052), and the superior portion of the right posterior lobe of the cere-

bellum (F 1, 18 = 6.96, p = 0.017). Linear regression analyses of mean fMRI beta weights

during the instructed delay period versus self-reported estimates of average amounts of time
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spent playing action video games per week were run on ROIs in which a significant between

group difference was observed in the ANOVA analyses. A significant negative correlation

between estimates of time spent playing AVGs per week and mean beta weight during the

delay period was observed in all tested regions for the non-standard visuomotor condition

but only in the left cuneus for the standard visuomotor condition (see Fig 3 and Table 2).

For the regions of interest described above, in which comparisons revealed that the gamer

group had significantly lower amplitude BOLD signal than the non-gamer group over the

instructed-delay period, peak beta weights associated with trials in the standard and non-stan-

dard conditions were obtained from event-related averages (time-locked to the onset of the

delay period). Two-factor, mixed-model ANOVAs with visuomotor mapping condition as

the within subjects factor and experimental group (i.e. AVG player or non-player) as the

between subjects factor were run for mean peak beta weights for each of the ROIs. No signifi-

cant main effects of mapping condition or group were observed (i.e. all p-values> 0.05, see

Fig 4). Similarly, no significant interactions of mapping condition and visuomotor mapping

were observed. These results indicate that despite lower BOLD signal amplitude in gamers

during the delay period, the peak amplitude of fMRI signals (i.e. after the go signal, from

event-related averages) were not significantly influenced by either the visuomotor mapping

performed or self-reported AVG experience in any of the tested regions. That is, the neural sig-

nals ultimately reached the same amplitude over the course of carrying out the behaviour

regardless of participant group or condition.

To reconcile the finding that the delay period signal amplitude was lower with AVG experi-

ence (something observed in previous MRI research on elite performers), yet overall the peak

amplitude did not vary with experience, we examined the timing of the peak BOLD signal.

The timing (in volumes from the onset of the delay period) at which peak beta weights

occurred was also obtained from event-related averages of the BOLD signal in these regions.

Linear regression analyses revealed significant relationships between the timing of peak

Fig 2. Translational and rotational head movement. Group mean composite (x, y, and z directions) translational head

motion (left panel) and rotational head motion (right panel). Data from the action video game (AVG) player group are

represented by dashed burgundy lines and non-player data are represented by solid blue lines. Standard deviations are shown

in paler colours around main plotted lines. Comparisons of estimates of area under the curve (using Riemann sums) for the

gamer (hatched burgundy) and non-gamer (blue) groups are shown inset at the top left of each panel. Error bars represent

standard deviation. No significant group differences in area under the curve were detected indicating that the overall amount

of head motion in the scanner did not significantly differ between the AVG player and non-player groups.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.g002
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Fig 3. Relationship between preparatory BOLD signal and time spent playing. Linear regression results for mean instructed-delay epoch BOLD signal beta weights

versus estimates of time spent playing action video games in regions of interest with significantly lower amplitude BOLD signal in the AVG player group compared

with the non-player group. Regions of interest are displayed on each regression plot as overlays on the mean T1-weighted anatomical images for all participants. The

Standard visuomotor mapping is represented by green squares and solid green lines. The Non-Standard visuomotor mapping is represented by orange triangles and

dashed orange lines. See Table 2 for specific p-values.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.g003

Table 2. Linear regression of mean beta weights during the instructed-delay period versus estimated time spent playing video games each week.

Region of Interest Standard mapping Non-standard mapping

Pearson correlation coefficient (R) p-value Pearson correlation coefficient (R) p-value

Left cuneus -0.56 0.011 -0.70 0.00065

Left middle occipital gyrus -0.32a 0.17 -0.45 0.053

Right posterior superior cerebellum -0.34 0.14 -0.65 0.0012

a Non-statistically significant results are shown with a grey background.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.t002
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activity in the standard mapping condition and estimates of time spent playing AVGs in the

left cuneus, and the left middle occipital gyrus but not in the superior portion of the right pos-

terior lobe of the cerebellum, see Table 3 and Fig 4). In particular, significant positive correla-

tions were observed indicating that the peak of activity occurred later in individuals who spent

more time playing AVGs. Significant relationships were also observed for the non-standard

mapping condition in all regions tested. Thus when one examines the full time course of neu-

ral activity from initial instruction through action completion, one finds that the experience-

related differences are a function of neural activity timing rather than overall neural activity

amplitude in the relevant brain regions.

Fig 4. Relationship between the timing of peak BOLD response and time spent playing. A) Histogram of peak beta weights of trials of the

standard and non-standard visuomotor mapping tasks for action video game (AVG) players (burgundy) and non-players (blue) for the full trial

time course. Only regions of interest in which AVG players had significantly lower amplitude BOLD signal than non-players in the instructed-

delay epoch of trials are shown. Error bars represent standard deviation. No statistically significant differences in peak signal amplitude were

observed between experimental groups or visuomotor tasks. B) Top plots: Event-related averages of fMRI activity over trials time-locked to the

onset of the delay period. Time-courses associated with the standard and non-standard mapping tasks have been pooled for visual clarity. Error

bars represent standard deviation. Time-courses for AVG players shown with burgundy dashed lines and non-players shown with blue solid

lines. Bottom plots: Linear regression results showing relationships between the timing of peak BOLD signal and estimates of time spent playing

AVGs. Results for the standard mapping task shown with green squares and solid lines. Results for the non-standard mapping task shown with

orange triangles and dashed lines. See Table 3 for specific p-values.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.g004
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Methods

Experiment 2—Arm movement kinematics

In order to limit head motion artifacts in the fMRI data, participants of Experiment 1 were

instructed to move their hands slowly and smoothly in the scanner. Therefore, to examine

potential kinematic differences without these constraints, arm movements made by women

who play action video games and those who do not were compared in a separate experiment as

follows.

Participants. Recruitment of participants and inclusion criteria were identical to those

described in Experiment 1. A total of 20 right-handed female participants were included in

Experiment 2: 10 action video game players and 10 non-players of AVGs. Four participants

in each experimental group also participated in Experiment 1. Questionnaires collected

information on age, handedness, neurological medical history, and video game playing his-

tory. The mean amount of AVG play reported by gamer participants was 15.7 +/- 2.2 SD

hours per week. Game preferences reported by this group of participants were very similar to

that described by the participants in the MRI experiment. The mean amount of AVG play

reported by non-gamer participants was 0.4 +/- 0.22 SD hours per week. As in Experiment 1,

several of these individuals did play non-action video games such as scrabble and Sudoku.

The mean age of participants classified as gamers was 26.0 +/- 7.2 SD and the mean age of

participants classified as non-gamers was 24.9 +/- 6.9. The result of an independent, two-

tailed t-test showed no significant differences in the mean ages of the two experimental

groups (t18 = 0.350, p = 0.7304). All participants were right hand dominant and had normal

or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological problems. Participants were

reimbursed for their time at a rate of $15 per hour.

Apparatus and stimuli. Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor in a

quiet, dimly lit room. A transparent touch screen with a sampling rate of 100 Hz (Keytec Inc.,

Garland, Texas, USA) was installed over the screen of the monitor to record the trajectories

of hand movements. Participants wore earplugs during data collection and a glove on their

right hand to facilitate the production of smooth movements on the touch screen. Except for

the timing of stimulus presentation, the experimental conditions tested were identical to the

“Standard” and “Non-Standard” visuomotor mapping conditions performed in the MRI, and

shown in Fig 1. Additionally, unlike the instructions received by participants of Experiment

1, participants in Experiment 2 were instructed to move to target locations as quickly and

accurately as possible after receiving the go signal for movement initiation in each trial. Trials

of the visuomotor mapping conditions in this experiment consisted of a 2.5 s cue period, fol-

lowed by a 1.5 +/- 0.5 s instructed-delay period, and then by a 2.5 s movement period. Inter-

trial intervals were 2.0 s in length. As in the fMRI portion of the study, trials of each condition

were grouped into 2 blocks, each preceded by an instruction screen that remained visible for

5.0 s. Each block contained 20 trials of one of the two conditions; therefore each experimental

Table 3. Linear regression of the timing of mean peak beta weights versus estimated time spent playing action video games each week.

Region of Interest Standard mapping Non-standard mapping

Pearson correlation coefficient (R) p-value Pearson correlation coefficient (R) p-value

Left cuneus 0.51 0.022 0.56 0.010

Left middle occipital gyrus 0.51 0.021 0.50 0.025

Right posterior lobe cerebellum 0.33a 0.16 0.48 0.032

a Non-statistically significant results are shown with a grey background.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.t003
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run contained 40 trials in total. Within each run, the two conditions were presented in ran-

dom order. Training of each participant consisted of the performance of one experimental

run (i.e. 20 trials of each condition). After training, each participant performed 4 experimen-

tal runs, giving a total of 80 trials of each of the two conditions. The size and distance of tar-

gets were identical to those in the fMRI experiment (i.e. the diameter of each target was 23

mm with a distance of 70 mm between the centres of the central and peripheral targets and

an approximate distance of 500m from the participant’s eyes and the central target on the

screen).

Behavioural data analysis. Behavioural data analysis was done using custom written soft-

ware (Matlab, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Trials were included in data analysis if the

reaction time was between 120 and 1000 ms and the movement time did not exceed the dura-

tion of the trial movement period. In addition, in successful trials, participants moved in the

correct direction without direction reversals between targets and movements did not occur

prior to the go signal. Reaction times (RT) were defined as the time after the appearance of the

go signal at which the velocity of the hand movement on the touch screen first reached 10% of

the peak velocity obtained for the trial. Ballistic movement times (MT) were calculated as the

amount of time between the RT and the time at which the velocity of the movement first

decreased back down to 10% of the peak velocity of the trial. Corrected MT was calculated as

the amount of time between the RT and the conclusion of any small correctional movements

of the arm made after the first ballistic movement. Ballistic and corrected absolute errors (AE,

movement accuracy) were calculated as the absolute distance between the average movement

endpoint and the actual central location of the target. Variable errors (VE, movement preci-

sion) were calculated as the distance between the endpoints of movements from individual tri-

als and the mean of these endpoint locations. Two-factor, mixed-effects, repeated-measures

ANOVAs were performed for each variable with Group (i.e. gamer or non-gamer) as a

between-subjects factor and visuomotor mapping (i.e. standard or non-standard) as a fixed-

effect, within-subjects factor.

Results

Experiment 2—Behavioural data

To avoid head motion artifacts, arm movements made within the MRI scanner were made

slowly and were produced using mainly movement at the wrist joint. Therefore, in a second

experiment, we examined movement kinematics in AVG players compared with non-players

without MRI-imposed limitations. The results of this second experiment demonstrated that

AVG players had significantly faster reaction times, peak movement velocities, ballistic move-

ment times (MT) and corrected MT relative to non-players (see Table 4 for specific values and

Fig 5 for group mean velocity profiles). Corrected MT was significantly longer in the non-stan-

dard condition relative to the standard condition in both groups of participants. In addition,

the maximum velocity of movements was slightly significantly faster for the standard condi-

tion relative to the non-standard condition in both groups. End-point errors were measured

relative to the centre of the target. Ballistic and corrected absolute errors (AE) were signifi-

cantly larger in the non-standard condition relative to the standard condition; however, there

were no significant differences in AE (either ballistic or corrected) between the AVG player

and non-player groups. Ballistic and corrected variable errors (VE) were significantly larger in

the non-standard condition relative to the standard condition. In addition, the AVG player

group had significantly larger VE (ballistic and corrected) than the non-player group; however,

mean values still fell with in the boundaries of target diameters.
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Table 4. Mean values of kinematic measures collected in Experiment 2 in the AVG player and non-player groups for the standard and non-standard visuomotor

mapping conditions.

AVG players Non-players F value (df = 1,18)

a) Main effect group

b) Main effect condition

c) Interaction (group x condition)

P value

Standard Non-Standard Standard Non-Standard

Reaction time (ms) 204.2 +/- a 58.5 207.7 +/- 41.5 329.8 +/- 51.1 324.0 +/- 71.8 a) 24.60

b) 0.029

c) 0.420

0.0001 �

0.87

0.52

Maximum velocity (cm/s) 16.1 +/- 1.9 15.9 +/- 1.7 13.7 +/- 1.7 13.4 +/- 1.7 a) 10.15

b) 4.31

c) 0.61

0.0051 �

0.053�

0.44

Ballistic movement time (ms) 590.1 +/- 83.7 596.1 +/- 82.1 711.0 +/- 126.3 723.1 +/- 130.1 a) 6.65

b) 3.53

c) 0.41

0.019 �

0.077

0.53

Corrected movement time (ms) 672.3 +/- 111.8 716.9 +/- 136.2 831.9 +/- 123.0 890.9 +/- 142.1 a) 8.98

b) 12.24

c) 0.24

0.0077 �

0.0026 �

0.63

Ballistic absolute error (mm) 5.8 +/- 1.4 6.6 +/- 2.2 5.3 +/- 1.4 6.1 +/- 1.9 a) 0.46

b) 8.33

c) 0.008

0.51

0.0098 �

0.93

Corrected absolute error (mm) 5.3 +/- 1.4 5.9 +/- 1.8 5.0 +/- 1.4 5.4 +/- 1.3 a) 0.46

b) 4.74

c) 0.35

0.51

0.043 �

0.56

Ballistic variable error (mm) 6.4 +/- 1.5 8.2 +/- 3.0 4.9 +/- 1.2 5.6 +/- 1.9 a) 7.14

b) 7.10

c) 1.42

0.016 �

0.016 �

0.25

Corrected variable error (mm) 5.8 +/- 1.6 7.5 +/- 2.4 4.7 +/- 1.3 5.0 +/- 1.7 a) 6.30

b) 6.42

c) 3.07

0.022 �

0.021 �

0.097

a All measures are reported +/- standard deviation.

� Statistically significant

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.t004

Fig 5. Kinematic measures of arm movements in AVG players and non-players. Mean arm movement velocity

profiles after the “Go” signal for the AVG players (dashed burgundy line) and non-players (solid blue line). Velocity

profiles are pooled for the Standard and Non-standard visuomotor conditions. Error bars represent SEM.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189110.g005
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Discussion

The study presented here looks at the neural correlates of visually-guided arm movement in

women with an extensive history of playing action video games. To our knowledge, this is the

first examination of brain activity in highly experienced, female AVG players and only the sec-

ond direct examination of visuomotor-related brain activity in gamers in general. Our main

findings were as follows. We observed less preparatory-related activity (i.e. prior to movement

execution) in female AVG players relative to non-AVG players in regions of the occipital cor-

tex and cerebellum. Further, during this movement preparation period, there was a significant

negative relationship between self-reported hours spent playing and the amplitude of the

BOLD signal. However, the results suggest that these group differences in signal amplitude

may actually reflect differences in the time-course of task-related BOLD activity, rather than

differences solely in signal amplitude across the full course of behaviour. Namely, more time

spent playing AVGs was associated with later peak BOLD activity in spite of the fact that

women who played AVGs had significantly faster visually-guided responses than women who

did not. We discuss these findings in detail in the sections below.

The relationship between visuomotor brain activity and time spent playing

action video games

The experiments presented here used two visuomotor mapping conditions. In the standard

mapping task the eyes and hand moved to the same target location while in the non-standard

task the eyes and hand moved to opposite target locations. Trials of each task contained an

instructed-delay period after target presentation. Preparatory-related activity associated with

this delay could be examined prior to the “go” signal for movement onset. The imaging data

revealed that relative to women who do not play action video games, women who regularly

play AVGs have significantly less preparatory activity in the left cuneus, the left middle occipi-

tal gyrus (MOG), and in the superior portion of the posterior lobe of the right cerebellar hemi-

sphere. The amount of activity in these regions was negatively correlated to self-reported

estimates of time spent playing AVGs. In other words, the greater the amount of time spent

playing, the lower the mean amplitude of the BOLD signal during the delay period prior to

motor execution. This relationship existed in all of these regions for both the standard and

non-standard visuomotor mapping conditions, with the exception of the right cerebellum for

which this relationship was not significant in the standard condition. Higher correlations were

found for the non-standard condition in all cases (see Fig 3). Therefore, in agreement with our

hypothesis, these data suggest that while AVG play has a significant effect on preparatory activ-

ity for visually-guided arm movement in general, these games may most impact brain activity

associated with the preparation of non-standard tasks in which the targets of the eye and arm

movements are spatially dissociated. This result makes sense given that computer and console-

based games require non-standard mappings in which hand movements on the game interface

(e.g. joystick, controller, keyboard) control non-spatially aligned visual targets that are typi-

cally viewed on a vertical screen. Therefore, experienced AVG players would be expected to

have more exposure to non-standard visuomotor mappings than their non-AVG playing peers

and consequently, different patterns of activity in associated neural circuitry. Importantly, the

task used in the present study was not itself an action video game, but rather a task meant to

study non-standard visuomotor performance more generally. That the experienced AVG play-

ers nevertheless demonstrated patterns of efficiency indicates that the neural mechanisms con-

trolling their eye-hand coordination are used for motor behaviours outside of their trained

skill set. Such a finding supports the generalizability of AVG training for visuomotor control

training and rehabilitation.
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The cuneus and cerebellar regions described here have previously been demonstrated to

distinguish between standard and non-standard visuomotor mappings [42]; thus making

them good candidate members of the visuomotor circuitry that is likely to be affected by AVG

history. The large left cuneus ROI (medial BA 18) likely contained several sub-regions includ-

ing V6A, V6, and V3A, and while these sub-regions all possess unique characteristics, they are

also all highly interconnected [66,67] and are all responsive during eye and/ or arm move-

ments [68–72]. Further, these regions are sensitive to visual motion and appear to use these

signals to maintain perceptual stability [73] and to extract information about the spatial loca-

tion of objects relative to the observer [71]. The cuneus is thought to form a hub from which

parieto-prefrontal, parieto-premotor, and parieto-medial temporal pathways diverge [67,74].

Therefore this region possesses a number of characteristics that make it ideally situated for

integration of the visual signals needed to coordinate the eye and arm during visually-guided

movements in a dynamic environment [66,67]. Consistent with the findings reported here in

the cuneus, others have reported that training on a joystick-controlled video game was associ-

ated with decreased activity in the cuneus [75].

The region of the cerebellum found to be active here is associated with coordinating the

temporal relationship between eye and arm movements [76]. Further, this region likely has a

role in the ability to successfully divide attention between spatially dissociated targets for eye

and arm movements during the performance of non-standard visuomotor mappings [42,77].

In agreement with our observations of decreased preparatory activity in the posterior lobe of

the cerebellum in experienced gamers, Balsters and Ramnani [78] also observed experience-

related decreases in preparatory-related activity in this region during a non-standard visuomo-

tor mapping between arbitrary symbols and finger movements.

In comparison with the cuneus and cerebellum, relatively less is known about the specific

roles of the middle occipital gyrus in visuomotor control; however, this region is known to be

active during visually guided arm movements [79,80]. In the context of the data reported here,

it is interesting to note that higher grey matter volume in this region is associated with higher

sensitivity to deviation of movement trajectories from a straight line during a visually-guided

joystick movement task [81], establishing another connection between this region and a non-

standard visuomotor task.

The finding of less activity in the left cuneus, left MOG, and right posterior lobe of the cere-

bellum in avid AVG players is consistent with other studies that have shown that expertise in a

motor skill is associated with a reduction in corresponding brain activity [82–88]. Findings of

less activity associated with a more highly skilled group are typically interpreted as represent-

ing greater neural efficiency. In other words, superior performance is achieved with less brain

activity. However, upon examining the entire time-course of brain activity (i.e. rather than just

activity associated with the delay epoch) in the regions with significantly lower preparatory

BOLD signal in the gamers, it becomes apparent that decreased activity may not be the full

story. In particular, the time-course of brain activity in the regions reported here appears to be

shifted in the gamer group so that the peak of activity occurs later than it does in the non-

gamer group (see Fig 4b). Indeed, significant relationships exist in these areas such that the

more time an individual reports playing AVGs, the later the peak of activity occurs. The signif-

icant relationships between delay-related signal amplitude and the timing of peak signal ampli-

tude with self-reported estimates of time spent playing AVGs were all very consistent in the

regions tested; however, it is important to point out that a sample size of 20 participants is rela-

tively low and these results should ideally be confirmed in a larger population of individuals.

Comparisons of the amplitude of the mean peaks of BOLD activity between the two groups

yields no significant differences. Taken together, these data suggest that the apparent decrease

in preparatory activity during the instructed-delay epoch is likely due to the onset of increases
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in task-related BOLD signal occurring mainly after the completion of this epoch in the gamer

group. This finding in turn suggests that the onset of task-related neural activity occurs closer

to the beginning of movement execution in the AVG players than it does in their non-playing

peers. We suggest that the currently-held notion of neural efficiency associated with elite per-

formance is not solely a function of reduced neural activation, but a more complex pattern of

neural activation and timing that allows final motor commands to be executed closer to the

actual behavioural onset.

It should be noted that examining fMRI data collected during and after the arm movement

of each trial increases the chance of task-related motion artifacts contributing to detected sig-

nals [89]. However, a great deal of effort was made to exclude task-related motion from con-

tributing to the findings reported here. To help prevent arm movements from translating to

the head, participants’ upper arms were immobilized with a strap and they were trained to

make their arm movements in the scanner slowly and smoothly using only motion at the wrist

if possible, or very slight motion at the elbow if necessary. No experimental runs in which

head motion exceeded 2 mm in any direction were included in data analyses. Even so, head

motion parameters associated with each run were included in stimulation protocols as predic-

tors of no-interest. Further, head motion was compared between the AVG player group and

the non-player group revealing no significant group-related differences in overall amounts of

head motion. Therefore, group-related differences reported here are very unlikely to be a

result of one group moving their heads in the scanner more than the other. A second caveat

that must be kept in mind when considering the findings reported here is that compared to

the speed of neural processing in the brain, the temporal resolution of the BOLD signal is

quite poor. The data reported here were collected with a TR of 2.5 seconds and can therefore

only provide an approximation of the timing of peak activity that does not approach the true

rate of neural activity in the brain. Future examinations using a technique with a superior tem-

poral resolution such as electroencephalography should be performed to confirm the results

presented here. Additionally, it is important to again note that since this study only included

10 participants per group, these results should ideally be confirmed using a larger sample of

participants.

The second experiment presented in this study had participants perform the same visuomo-

tor mapping tasks that were performed in the scanner but without the limitation of having to

produce slow movements that did not translate from the arm to the head. It should be noted

that many of the participants in the second experiment differed from those in the first (4 par-

ticipants from the AVG and 4 from the non-AVG player group participated in both studies).

Participants were instructed to make movements as quickly and accurately as possible. The

data demonstrated that women who played AVGs had significantly faster reaction times and

maximum velocities of arm movements. Further, they completed the movements more quickly

and did so as accurately as the non-gamer participants (i.e. absolute movement endpoint

errors did not differ between the groups). The end point locations produced by the AVG

group were significantly more variable (i.e. higher variable error values) than those produced

by the non-gamers. However, because mean endpoints were located within the boundaries of

the target for both groups of individuals, this difference may not be particularly meaningful.

Rather, the experienced gamers may use a strategy of calibrating their movements to be as fast

as possible while still maintaining functional target success. The observation of faster move-

ments in the AVG player group is consistent with the observations of several other studies on

AVG players [36,90,91]. Taken together with the imaging results, these findings suggest that

the observed shift of the time course of brain activity seen in the AVG player group may repre-

sent a neural signature of superior motor performance in highly skilled individuals.
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The potential for sex-related differences in the effects of AVG play on the

human brain

To our knowledge, this study is only the second direct examination of visuomotor-related

brain activity in highly experienced action video game players. The first study (which included

the authors of the current study) used fMRI to look at progressively more complex visuomotor

mappings in male AVG players [40]. In this study by Granek and colleagues, the “rotated hand

movement” visuomotor mapping was similar to the non-standard condition in the current

study. After an instructed-delay period, participants moved their eyes to a cued target location

and their hand 180 degrees in the opposite direction. However, the Granek study limited col-

lection of MRI data to the frontal and parietal cortical regions and therefore did not examine

the occipital or cerebellar regions in which the current study found significant differences

between the female AVG player and non-player groups. Further, the study only examined

motor preparatory-related activity in the instructed-delay portion of trials and did not exam-

ine whether or not relationships existed between self-reported amounts of time spent gaming

and levels of activity. Therefore, the comparisons that can be made between that study and the

one presented here are limited by these factors. However, consistent with the findings reported

here, the Granek study found significantly lower preparatory-related activity in the AVG play-

ing group in a left parietal-occipital sulcus region overlapping the superior portion of the left

cuneus ROI reported here.

Overall, the findings of the Granek study of male AVG players and the study of female

AVG players described here are consistent to the limited extent that they may be compared.

However, these similarities do not preclude the necessity of including female participants in

this field of research. Men and women have significantly different patterns of brain activity

underlying the production of visually-guided arm movements even when both groups are

equally proficient at the task [60,61]. These sex-related differences take the form of a more

bilateral distribution of activity in women relative to men, along with the presence of regions

that are more active in one group or the other. Further, the more bilateral distribution of brain

activity in women may represent greater functional redundancy for motor planning relative to

men [62]. This finding may in turn suggest a potential explanation for observations that the

clinical signs of brain damage can differ depending on the sex of an individual [92–98]. Find-

ings such as these are likely relevant and important for optimal implementation of video

game-like training and rehabilitation paradigms. This is especially likely within the context of

the many demonstrations of complicated interactions between AVG exposure and the sex of a

participant [15,24,25,47–50]. Further, given that only approximately 25% of AVG players are

women [48, 52], task designers will have to put careful thought into creating action video

game-like systems that inspire compliance in both sexes.

It is clear from the findings reported here and in many other studies that AVGs have the

potential to evoke neural plasticity resulting in a variety of skill enhancements that may be

transferable to non-game-related activities. Including women in AVG research is essential to

gain a full understanding of how these games change the human brain, and how we might use

these potential changes in the context of skill enhancement during training and skill rehabilita-

tion after brain injury. Ultimately, it will be important not just to include female participants

in this field of research but also to directly compare results between the sexes to gain a full

understanding of how AVGs affect the brain.
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